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Foreward

to be rooted
as the Farallones bones
the nuclear waste at the pit of my stomach
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This document explores my journey of cultivating a sustainable and curious artistic practice during my Master’s program in Richmond,
Virginia (Powhatan Land) from the Fall of 2020 to the Spring of 2022. Being raised by a second generation Japanese American father, I
discovered the importance of education as being an entryway to passing. A passing into society, a new environment, and privilege. As
someone who has relocated and moved throughout their entire life, I find myself constantly analyzing and questioning the importance
of place. My work creates a landscape of placelessness through sonic elements and visual placidness. I dive deeper into the discomforts
developed throughout my life and transform them into a narrative of tension, discovery and hopefulness. I use archives as a foundation
and starting point to explore and critique. These archives range from film, video, photographs, sound, and written documents. I traverse
the feeling of disconnect to home as it relates to my identity by exploiting the relationship between archive and memory.
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the third season

October, 2020
The Anderson Gallery
Richmond, VA
37.549671464606774, -77.45344058835494

I explore the concept of the home as a habitat. I believe this
notion specifies one’s environment, one’s relationship to their
environment, one’s species, and the state of the environment.
I use video, sculpture, sound, installation, and performance to
investigate and explore my surroundings. Through the
investigation of my habitat, I am able to find my place within
a larger set of systems. My video and sound installation, the
third season, served as a meditative experience for the viewer to
reimagine their immediate environment.

I was fascinated with the significance of nests, corners, and room
dividers to communicate a sense of a home-like shelter. Like a bird,
I find myself constantly migrating and building shelters. Gaston
Bachelard states that it is striking that even in our homes, where there
is light, our consciousness of well-being should call for comparison
with animals in their shelters1. The work submerged the viewer into a
space of refuge, merging both the indoor and outdoor space, relating
to Bachelard’s notion of security within our habitat and home.
A place is for visitors. The home is a nest.
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Each of my moves has been a dynamic moment for my work to evolve and intersect within my surroundings. However, these evolutions
are often confronted with a disconnect related to both my migratory patterns and personal conflict growing up in the United States
biracial. SandraIn Reimann writes how in the isolation of their desires and fears, artists such as Rebecca Horn withdraw to places where,
while being entirely within themselves, they are also always outside themselves: namely outside themselves in a dialogue with loners and
wanderers who are kindred souls2. This sentiment allows myself to question the cumulative effect of feeling without a home. My work
investigates this intersection between my identity as a Japanese American and my kinship with place. I have been connecting this concept
to topoanalysis, which is the study of human identity as it relates to the places in people’s lives. Geographer Yi-Fu Tuann popularized the
study of Topophilia, which refers to a mixed sense of cultural identity among certain people and a love for certain aspects of such a place3.
The topics discussed in supporting this theory are perception, attitude, value, and world view, which relate to self understanding. These
aspects of understanding coincide together and are not static. My work explores my conceptualized experience through a disconnect of
home as it relates to my disconnection to my cultural identity.
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Mae

December, 2020
The Fine Arts Building
Richmond, VA
37.5517338716669, -77.45073008835494
February, 2021
Sechrest Gallery of Art
High Point, NC
35.97089498957845, -79.99250200174163

Mae is an installation that took place at the Fine Arts Building at Virginia Commonwealth University. The walls of the fluorescent lit room are
consumed by screen printed images of my great aunt Mae. The image derives from a photograph taken by Dorothea Lange in 1942, in
Hayward, California, where Japanese Americans were forced to relocate to internment camps throughout the United States. I choose screen
printing as a medium to remove the image from Lange’s lens, and to further expand on color symbolism. I used color to identify symbols and
stereotypes surrounding the image. Patriotic red, white, and blue prints confront the singular red and yellow prints. The prints are
accompanied by a QR code, which provides access to a six track bandcamp album of readings of various poems and haikus written by Japanese
Americans who were interned. This includes a reading of an anonymous poem, that damned fence, which was circulated at the Poston
Internment camp where my grandfather was interned. The poem is then followed by an original piece written by YUKARI, and four haikus
written by Suiko Matsushita, Sei Sagara, and Neiji Ozawa. I place myself as an investigative witness to the artistic practices and personal
testimonies that derived from internment camps.
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The stark red and white prints represent the national flag of Japan, known as the Hinomaru. The yellow and white prints allude to my white
skin that acts as a veil to my Japanese heritage, which is racially stereotyped as “yellow” in the United States. Robert Christopher clarifies
that the Japanese, by the way, describe themselves as “wheat colored” rather than yellow4. I see myself through a paradox of color and
identity. I am white passing, therefore, I am not yellow. I am often misconceived as a white woman with olive skin or “not that Asian” or
“not as Asian”. Furthermore, through the act of moving I have viewed myself as a hybrid chameleon; always aiming to blend in with my
surroundings. A variation of this work was installed for the exhibition “Across Borders: Contemporary Artists Explore Migration and
Displacement” at the Sechrest Gallery of Art in High Point, North Carolina in February of 2021. The screen prints were accompanied by a
reading of my original work, yellow.
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yellow
Mom says yellow isnt my color but I wear it everyday
I am dizzy under my veil. The veil that distorts my vision.
My understanding
A false sense
Of purity
I try to cleanse
Says yellow isnt my color but I wear it everyday
This mask is my mail
My contamination
The center
Saturn the dragon
The beast
Yellow isnt my color but I wear it everyday
The yellow peril of
Blonde hair
I am ill
I am stagnant i am masked in my veil
Last name first
Isnt my color but I wear it everyday
Everyday i wear
My armour
Static still in this
Place
					What place? What home?
My color but I wear it everyday

Plant the seed
Let it grow let it drown
Renew replace
Color but i wear it everyday
		
This veil my costume my mask
I am static and
Filled with motion
		Noh
Noh Noh Noh
But i wear it everyday
								This yolk this girl
This place
Time passes but
Noh rehearsal
The yellow book
I wear it everyday
So modern so unique
		
What are you? where are you from?
		
I own nothing here nothing here I own
Wear it everyday
		This veil
Lean
Filter
Digress impress
It everyday
									What am i trying to say?
					
What am i trying to hear?
The sounds the silence
Everyday

translations

April, 2021
FAB Gallery
Richmond, VA
37.5510759558691, -77.4506166230107

My father completed his thesis on “Electroplating Water Waste Reuse” during his time at the General Motors Institute in Flint, Michigan, in
1981. This work became the source materials for a series titled translations, which consists of twelve visual graphs with accompanying
animations. This project was an evolution of a reconciliation with my personal history. I recontextualized the original graphs taken from his
thesis and created visual mind maps that display a personal narrative in place of the mechanical content. I connected patterns from the original data to form a new context. Elizabeth Grosz describes how the power of text lies in its ability to intermingle old and new, a complexity of
internal coherences or consistencies and external referents, of intention and extension, of thresholds and becomings. Text, like concepts, do
things, make things, perform connections, bring about new alignments5. The series affirmed the artistic and laborious nature of the arts and
engineering. Each line of the graphs were animated by hand, a slow and painstaking process that traced over the line my father once drew.
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The installation provided an aesthetic of education that bridges the student and teacher relationship between my father and myself.
An overhead projector sat on top of a file cabinet, which I filled with documents from my undergrad years that included exams,
papers, notes, and my own undergraduate thesis paper. For each day of the exhibition, I changed the sheet of acetate on the projector.
The commitment to this daily act emphasizes my understanding of labor, routine, and education. My “translations” became the means
of creating a hybrid language through a curriculum of emotions that present personal experiences through levity and wit.
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graphs

Raymond Y. Kubo (left), 1981
Isabella M. Kubo (right), 2021
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The Cardinal Club

October, 2021
The Anderson Gallery
Richmond, VA
37.549671464606774, -77.45344058835494

I attained some 8mm film that my grandfather took of his semi-secret golf club in Detroit called “The Cardinal Club”. I learned he was never able to
pursue his dream of going to film school to become an editor and filmmaker. His video became a rare, uninformative artifact that provides a small
glimpse into my family history that I know very little of. This inspired me to create a sound score to accompany his film. The score included golf
commentary about Tiger Woods and dialogue from the 1943 U.S. government film “Japanese Relocation” narrated by Milton Eisenhower, who was
the director of the War Relocation Authority. I wanted to create a conversation around identity, performance, and exile. Tiger Woods, who is also
Asian, became a symbol of excellence, exile, and misconduct in sports. The announcers refer to him as “tiger”, which embodies ideals of strength,
courage, and drive to achieve. Whereas Milton Eisenhower’s contrasting narrative is justifying the internment of Japanese Americans, all while
images of Japanese men taking leisure in the sport of golf.
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This project called for greater collaboration. Living in
a country where deep xenophobia towards the AAPI
community is amplified, it is most important to bring
attention to the vantage points of other artists. I am
questioning my investigation and how that can pit in
comparison to other Asian diasporas or individuals who
have inherited robust narratives. How do these stories
affect our sense of self? And more importantly, our
ability to identify with each other?
This led me to organize and curate a show at The
Anderson Gallery featuring ten Asian artists who are
current or past MFA students at VCU. Ranging in
discipline, age, ethnicity, and experience we shared a
common understanding of community and importance
of shared history.
The exhibition became a space to educate viewers on
Asian history, stories, and have broader conversations
about community at VCU. We are questioning how this
school can be better in supporting people of color and
marginalized communities. The Cardinal Club became
more than an exhibition, but a symbol and space for a
collective of care and consciousness.
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Bella and George Kubo, The Cardinal Club
46

Sayaka Suzuki, Brought to you by FDR circa 1942 (wall), You made your bed now lie in it (floor)
Min Haeng Kang, I wear myself (right corner)
47

Mark Tan, Labor of Liberty
48

John Chae: We have only the evidence of our own lives left all around
49

Umico Niwa, pterodactyl couple considering adoption of an elven child
50

Umico Niwa, pterodactyl couple considering adoption of an elven child
51

Extraordinary Artists International, A Roadmap to the O-1 Visa
52

Damien H. Ding, 2007 Barclays Singapore Open
53

Cecilia Kim, Inherited Labor (film still)
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sister

November, 2021
Murry N. Depillars Gallery
Richmond, VA
37.55109509767064, -77.45068560655375

I have started to create a body of archives that I refer to as my “home video series”. I have very few archives from generations before me. My
father’s family tree is incomplete and we have little to no family photos, videos, or records from his side. However, my family was always
diligent in documenting our lives. I record my surroundings, places I’ve lived, visited, traveled to and use the same DV tape camera that
many of my family’s home videos were produced on. My installation sister, is a two channel video installation that took place in the Murry
N. DePillars Building in Richmond, Virginia.
56

Two CRT tvs are placed on a family rug facing each other. The tvs are set in conversation and spaced so that the viewer cannot watch both
simultaneously. Unlike traditional home videos, my work is absent of familiar faces or figures. These images watch my sister and I as we engulf
ourselves into the sand dunes. Time is confused as each video loops with the question of the past, present, and future. The videos are silent,
which forces the audience to engage with the work through visitations; kneeling, sitting, and/or offering presence. The viewer is alone with an
aura of a place or time, questioning and reflecting on the images shown. This encounter correlates to my distant relationship with my sister.
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Yi-Fu Tuan writes of the visitor’s evaluation of an environment being essentially aesthetic. It is an outsider’s view. The outsider judges by
appearance, by some formal canon of beauty. A special effort is required to empathize with the lives and values of the inhabitants6. By
diligently investigating and documenting my surroundings I am able to develop an aura, or “aesthetic” as Tuan writes, specifically engaged
within my environment. I engage with what is missed, overlooked, and close to me. The tape aesthetic and amature camera movement creates
digestible images for the audience. This process of documentation grounds not only my practice but my perspective of the home.
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I am mourning the loss of a sister. I am confronting her absence as the vacant home. I am praying for the preservation of the child.
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graphic scores
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jidoka
じどうか

April, 2022
The Anderson Gallery
Richmond, VA
37.549671464606774, -77.45344058835494
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I have been diligently searching through my family’s archives and collecting visual and sonic memories. This curiosity has been instilled
in me at an early age watching my father work through various projects. Our relationship has been established through mechanical
instruction and guidance. I bring attention to the skillful hand in this piece. The hand of the artist and the engineer, both skilled in
trade. I combine and abstract this narrative content into a cadence. Here, I find the rhythm of place, exploration, and identity. My thesis
project, jidoka (じどうか ), is an immersive three-channel video and quadraphonic sound installation that manifests this notion.
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I explore the relationship between the artist and engineer within my work. “Jidoka” stems from the Toyota Production System of lean
manufacturing, which my father has made a twenty year career implementing. This pillar is connected to automation, intelligent
automation, and/or automation with a human touch. It is the machine design that is analyzed to eliminate the root cause of the
defect7. This concept both separates and considers human and machine work. jidoka (じどうか ) deconstructs this mechanical term
and exposes its conceptual grounding in my life.
66

The construction of quilted shop towels dominate the space with its flesh colored tones of red and beige. The quilt preserves the memories
of mechanical labor through visual stains and scent. The patterns of the towels are mapped images of the houses I’ve lived in and placed
within the quilt in geographic perspective. Each location is marked on the back side with their relative coordinates. The quilt is stretched
and spread across the gallery space by the use of automotive ratchet straps. It bleeds onto the ground and is hung like a crucifix. The
offering of emotions is my faith, but the offering of emotions is against my family’s religion. The quilt becomes flesh with its seams exposed
and the back interrogated by spotlights.This tension is amplified through ominous musical elements along with ambient conversation and
sounds of various urban landscapes.
67

A mechanical hum reverberates through the space, which is taken from a geophone mic that captured vibrations of my motorcycle
and moped tank. The low frequency of the geophone and Rhodes piano enter the body. The sound moves dynamically throughout
the space to take us along and leave us behind: We board a plane to San Francisco. A train is approaching. The chimes are here.
The chimes are there. A car passes by. We accelerate. There is traffic above us. We are below on the bridge.
There are people around us. We play a note. We let it sustain. A plane flies over us. I let out the clutch.
We are alone.
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The video animation is taken from a graphic score I created from the stages of reverse osmosis (the foundation of my father’s thesis research);
separation, pressure, removal, and rest. I view this score as a metaphor for my experience moving throughout my life. I am separated from my
current home with the pressure to succeed in a new place, then eventually removed once again. The resting phase becomes the liminal space
between moves, where I long for comfort. Parallel to my migration patterns, the animation is dynamic; changing in sequences. There is an
aesthetic and conceptual alignment to Conway’s “Game of Life”. Conway’s Life is played and determined through the initial state without
further or outside input. I am considering this sentiment as it relates to isolation and migration.
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The graphic score animation questions and intervenes against the rotoscoping of home videos taken by my father. The lines reinterpret and
reimagine past memories, moments, and movements of myself as a child. The videos are displayed on three CRT tv monitors, placed in the
three open corners of the space. The monitors sit on top of milk crates and are propped up by children’s shoes and face the center of the room
at the quilt. Viewers are forced to look down at the monitor, which has taken the bodily form of a small child. The corner remains a place for
seclusion and punishment. As a family of four, the three monitors/bodies leave one missing. The monitors are mapped in the space that fill
the gaps of the quilt. I exploit the fragments of memory and distance through video, objects, and sound into a collective aura of mechanical
desolation. This is my home.
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roots

I have been thinking a lot about roots; the intermingling of a foundation that is lineage. Considering the extension of lineage to place,
home, and the natural world around me there lies a desire to be rooted. The openness to the future of what is being rooted, the time
unfolding into its growth, is often muted rather than welcomed within migration. Roots, however, are not a fixed entity. They move,
expand, connect, and are in constant transformation. Similarly, our identity is changing all of the time, but we are not the agents of that
change. We are effects more than causes 8. It is here that I see that there is kinship in our roots - the web that my work explores, contrasts,
and invites. My practice is the affirmation between life and change in an attempt to work along the forces of singularity; to free lines,
scores, concepts, and events from structures that otherwise bind them.
The cadent diffusion is the rhythm in this force. Or perhaps, it is the force itself.
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Conclusion

to be closer to you
is to permeate the membrane
while I wait
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